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Choose-your-own Adventure [series]. 199? choose your own story self adventure of a treasure hunter choose your own quest as a treasure hunter through an ancient pyramid
adventure 1 this book is a little different from regular story books in this adventure you are the adventurer by making choises you determine your destiny as the treasure hunter who
faces all kinds of monsters and very real dangers choose your own story self adventure of a warrior princess choose your own quest as a warrior princess you are the heroine the
princess who is searching for her identity in a quest for meaning you can choose your own path by going to the lava world the giant cave or a lake in the middle of nowhere choose your
own story self adventure of a brave warrior choose your own story as a courageous fighter you are a soldier in the army a combined army of men from several villages who try to defend
their homes and freedom against dangerous creatures exploding monsters that come after you but then something happens your friend gets wounded will he die choose your own story
self adventure of a spy ninja choose your own quest as a ninja after a theft at the museum the grand detective mr questionairre calls you over to do some research with your two big
knives and your sneaking and fighting skills you are perfectly equipped to bring back the three valuable pickaxes that the villain stole some adventure some action and a sprinkle of
romance make this self adventure an unforgettable interactive book choose your own story self adventure of a zombie slayer choose your own quest as a warrior and a zombie the
adventure starts out with the fact that you are a zombie you don t know how or why it happened but you know you were once human what happens then is a long flashback of
everything that took place before you transformed into such a filthy creature choose your own story self adventure of a green monster choose your own quest as a man and a monster
choose your own story as you get woken up by a girl whose name you are still to discover she tells you of a hostile village where evil witches lurk beneath the shadows as a skilled
warrior you get hired by the village chief to spy behind the enemy s gates and figure out a way to defeat them choose your own story self adventure of a cave monster choose your own
story in this fun book that takes you to a giant cave a villager approaches you and tells you that his father a doctor has been kidnapped by dark shades when you keep asking for details
you discover that he has been taken to a giant cave the den where dark shades and snakes reside 8 choose your own story self adventure of a boy and girl warrior choose your own
story in this fun book that allows you to play as alex or steve in this book you can either make choices as roxy or theo you fight side by side with your companion defeating monster
armies and zombie hordes the village is under attack choose if you want the female version or the male version of the story
Choose Your Own Path 2019-07-10 the complete ultimate bundle of 8 self adventures in 1 book adventure 1 this book is a little different from regular story books in this adventure you
are the adventurer by making choises you determine your destiny as the treasure hunter who faces all kinds of monsters and very real dangers simply click on the links in the e book
version or go to the page of the printed version to continue your journey after making a choice enjoy this brief interactive story in which you decide how it s going to end adventure 2
choose your own quest as a warrior princess you are the heroine the princess who is searching for her identity in a quest for meaning you can choose your own path by going to the lava
world the giant cave or a lake in the middle of nowhere pick a marriage partner decide what to do with the enemies you face and solve the problem by finding out what the evil queen
has done in the past this unforgettable journey is a page turner but you ll have to turn pages back and forth since this adventure will take you all over the place adventure 3 you are a
soldier in the army a combined army of men from several villages who try to defend their homes and freedom against dangerous creatures exploding monsters that come after you but
then something happens your friend gets wounded will he die or will you find the cure by collecting the three magical gems hidden in distant areas where filthy zombies snakes and
wolves abide it s up to you why because this is a story where you get to make choices you the reader choose which adventure you re going on adventure 4 after a theft at the museum
the grand detective mr questionairre calls you over to do some research with your two big knives and your sneaking and fighting skills you are perfectly equipped to bring back the
three valuable pickaxes that the villain stole some adventure some action and a sprinkle of romance make this self adventure an unforgettable interactive book adventure 5 the
adventure starts out with the fact that you are a zombie you don t know how or why it happened but you know you were once human what happens then is a long flashback of
everything that took place before you transformed into such a filthy creature you made a number of decisions that brought you to the town s square where you ended up eventually but
what matters even more than what you did before that is what you re going to do now about the zombie outbreak enjoy this fun engaging self adventure that allows you to make
choices and determine the path and results of the story yourself adventure 6 choose your own story as you get woken up by a girl whose name you are still to discover she tells you of a
hostile village where evil witches lurk beneath the shadows as a skilled warrior you get hired by the village chief to spy behind the enemy s gates and figure out a way to defeat them
you have the choice to contact villagers sneak around or engage in a severe battle of war however when you find yourself being turned into some kind of monster human you realize
that there is more going on will you finish the book and discover the hidden secrets that you need to know before you can destroy your enemies start reading and make the right
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choices only then will you survive and save the day adventure 7 a villager approaches you and tells you that his father a doctor has been kidnapped by dark shades when you keep
asking for details you discover that he has been taken to a giant cave the den where dark shades and snakes reside that s a dangerous situation however you take courage and enter
the humongous dark place searching for the boy s daddy make the right decisions when you are confronted with enemies pitfalls and traps that could kill you and you will find your way
to the doctor and out of that wretched place together
Choose Your Own Story 2018-02-10 you are a successful young detective and the creepy marsden residence and its missing owner have haunted you more than any other case
maybe this is a sign you shouldn t continue do you call in your best friends for support or perhaps you should turn to the police for help are you ready to take on mutant chimpanzees
time travel and a counterfeiting ring to solve the case house of danger takes you on a thrilling adventure investigating criminal activity and a dark history in your town
Choose Your Own Adventure #6 2018-01-08 choose your own adventure the secret of stonehenge the secret of stonehenge you are a historian you study the stories of the british
countryside now the stories have become reality as you meet a mysterious druid and he gives you the ancient golden sickle to protect suddenly you are in the middle of another world a
world of fairies goblins and giants can they help you to find the secret of stonehenge the choose your own adventure series is unique new series consists of 30 titles adapted from the
wildly popular choose your own adventure series which has sold over 250 million copies worldwide and spawned an entire genre called interactive fiction what makes choose your own
adventure different is that you the reader are the main character you make the choices that can lead to a happy conclusion or perhaps to a terrible fate each title is made up of several
branching storylines with up to 30 different endings as a result most readers read each book again and again experiencing a different story each time originally targeted at reluctant
readers choose your own adventure has helped to develop critical thinking literacy skills and an interest in reading for a whole generation of english native speakers now adapted for
english language learners of any age the choose your own adventure series is a fun addition to any extensive reading library indeed the stories are so engaging we guarantee that even
non esl learners will enjoy reading them
Choose Your Own Adventure - the Secret of Stonehenge - 900 Headwords 2012-07-16 4th bestselling children s book series of all time the new yorker you along with your long lost sister
veronica from a parallel universe must stop an evil scientist from obtaining technology that will help him take over the multiverse in c e berger s cyoa debut sister from the multiverse
you and your single mom live an ordinary life sure she s always been a bit secretive about her job but it s none of your business that is until a girl arrives outside your school one day
claiming to be your long lost sister from a parallel universe does your mom s top secret research at her science lab have something to do with it and can you and your sister figure out
how to unite your broken family and stop an evil scientist from using your mom s technology to take over the multiverse choose your own adventure is the bestselling gamebook series
of all time empowering generations of children through choice it is widely commended for its appeal to reluctant readers
Sister from the Multiverse (Choose Your Own Adventure) 2023-10-03 as a six year old in the school playground you are asked to choose your favourite man from uncle character
napoleon solo or illya kuriakin if you choose the latter you are small quiet and sensitive prone to screaming fits and bullied if the former you join a gang can look after yourself become a
successful businessman get married you make the choices the story is your life life s lottery is a novel you can play like a game read like a book or live like a life
Life's Lottery 1999 the reader makes choices to determine the fate of the first colony on the moon and the dark secrets hidden on the dark side of the moon
Choose Your Own Adventure 2006 an immersive richly illustrated mini adventure where you choose what happens welcome to your adventure what will you wear where will you go who
would you like to meet on the way discover a different story every time with this magical storytelling toolkit let your imagination run wild bestselling duo nick sharratt and pippa
goodhart have created this mini book especially for world book day 2023 over 2 million copies of you choose books sold worldwide
Moon Quest 2008 write your own interactive adventure book with the choose your own adventure blank book in the choose your own adventure blank book you become the author
and illustrator of your own adventure with story suggestions and helpful guidelines for writing an interactive story provided in the back you can control what happens next by writing it
You Choose Your Adventure: A World Book Day 2023 Mini Book 2023-02-16 choose your own quest as a treasure hunter through an ancient pyramid adventure 1 this book is a
little different from regular story books in this adventure you are the adventurer by making choises you determine your destiny as the treasure hunter who faces all kinds of monsters
and very real dangers simply click on the links in the e book version or go to the page of the printed version to continue your journey after making a choice enjoy this brief interactive
story in which you decide how it s going to end
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Choose Your Own Adventure Blank Book 2020-06 where evil reigns disciples of the eternal flame gather atop the astral tower seeking to resurrect an ancient power long thought
banished from the world should they succeed an evil tide will sweep across the land plunging all into darkness only a brave adventurer a renowned hero such as yourself can hope to
turn the tide will you answer the call choose your path the choose your path series of gamebooks offer endless opportunities for adventure combining strategic gameplay with an
innovative adventure system you can be sure that no two adventures are ever the same what path to adventure will you choose
Choose Your Own Story 2017-07-20 the reader s choices will help ash ketchum search a remote island for new pokémon and prepare for a showdown with jessie of team rocket
Where Evil Reigns 2024-02-02 immortal reckoning beneath the shadow of torfang mountain lies a dungeon rumoured to contain wealth beyond measure though offering rich reward
for those who dare to seek it countless perils await the unwary infested with deadly traps and fearsome creatures only the brave or foolhardy choose to walk its twisted passageways do
you dare enter choose your path the choose your path series of gamebooks offer endless opportunities for adventure combining strategic gameplay with an innovative adventure
system you can be sure that no two adventures are ever the same what path to adventure will you choose
Pokemon Choose Your Own Adventure 2000 choose your own destiny in this adventure book break out of the clutches of the robot factory and save the world
Immortal Reckoning 2023-05-31 ages 9 12 after stumbling on a map to the ancient incan lost city of gold you and your friend sally set off for peru right away you are suspicious that
you are being followed wild chases life threatening hang gliding and risks that push you to the brink await you
New Era: A Choose Your Own Adventure Book 2018-02-19 cradle of shadow sharwood forest has fallen to shadow its vaunted guardians corrupted common outlaws now roam the
forest paths and foul beasts stalk the deeper shadows yet an even greater evil threatens the sanctity of the greenwood you are a lorewood ranger sent on a perilous mission to discover
the cause will you prevail choose your path the choose your path series of gamebooks offer endless opportunities for adventure combining strategic gameplay with an innovative
adventure system you can be sure that no two adventures are ever the same what path to adventure will you choose
Inca Gold 2007-10 the ultimate choose your own adventure book literally disclaimer the pages are all blank go forth write your adventure
Cradle of Shadow 2024-05-06 born aboard a deep space cruiser on a dangerous research mission you are asked to choose your home planet your parents are from different planets in
different galaxies their planets are alike enough so that you will not be a freak on either one but they are different enough so that your choice will have a huge effect on your life
The Ultimate Choose Your Own Adventure Book 2017-10-10 choose your own adventure moon quest moon quest you are a moon geologist the year is 2063 and you live on tycho colony
on the near side of the moon you are on an expedition to the far side when trouble hits and you become separated from your team the oxygen in your tank is starting to run low can you
find your way back to tycho colony in time the choose your own adventure series is unique new series consists of 30 titles adapted from the wildly popular choose your own adventure
series which has sold over 250 million copies worldwide and spawned an entire genre called interactive fiction what makes choose your own adventure different is that you the reader
are the main character you make the choices that can lead to a happy conclusion or perhaps to a terrible fate each title is made up of several branching storylines with up to 30
different endings as a result most readers read each book again and again experiencing a different story each time originally targeted at reluctant readers choose your own adventure
has helped to develop critical thinking literacy skills and an interest in reading for a whole generation of english native speakers now adapted for english language learners of any age
the choose your own adventure series is a fun addition to any extensive reading library indeed the stories are so engaging we guarantee that even non esl learners will enjoy reading
them
Choose Your Own Adventure #3 2018-01-04 the first official choose your own adventure graphic novel choose your own adventure as rabbit the new kid on the block enters a ghoulish
world of nightmares witches and ghosts as rabbit readers will get to choose which adventure or nightmare they ll embark on from learning about the mysterious witch prudence deadly
trouncing through spooky graveyards meeting ghostly ancestors or channeling some witchcraft with classmates no one path leads to the same destination will you choose a path that
leads to the light or will the path you choose lead to a gruesome end you get to decide
Choose Your Own Adventure - Moon Quest -900 Headwords 2013-09 choose your own minecraft path as a treasure hunter this book is a little different from regular story books in this
adventure you are the adventurer by making choices you determine your destiny as the treasure hunter who faces all kinds of minecraft enemies and very real dangers simply click on
the links in the e book version or go to the page of the printed version to continue your journey after making a choice enjoy this brief interactive minecraft story in which you decide how
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it s going to end keywords minecraft books minecraft book minecraft journal minecraft journals minecraft diaries minecraft diary minecraft quest book pick and adventure pick a quest
self adventure choose a path minecraft gamebook minecraft game book minecraft choose a path
Choose Your Own Adventure Eighth Grade Witch 2021-08-24 choose your own adventure the treasure of the onyx dragon the treasure of the onyx dragon you are a university
student one summer you and your sister hannah visit your aunt lydia on the island of san juan when you and your sister discover clues to finding the onyx dragon a pirate ship that sank
somewhere nearby you become sure that the ship holds a huge treasure and the answer to a family mystery the choose your own adventure series is unique new series consists of 30
titles adapted from the wildly popular choose your own adventure series which has sold over 250 million copies worldwide and spawned an entire genre called interactive fiction what
makes choose your own adventure different is that you the reader are the main character you make the choices that can lead to a happy conclusion or perhaps to a terrible fate each
title is made up of several branching storylines with up to 30 different endings as a result most readers read each book again and again experiencing a different story each time
originally targeted at reluctant readers choose your own adventure has helped to develop critical thinking literacy skills and an interest in reading for a whole generation of english
native speakers now adapted for english language learners of any age the choose your own adventure series is a fun addition to any extensive reading library indeed the stories are so
engaging we guarantee that even non esl learners will enjoy reading them
Minecraft Self Adventure 2016-04-13 choose your own adventure the destiny device the destiny device you are a scientist your mentor the brilliant dr wogan has created a machine
that neutralizes radiation she calls it the destiny device because it could change the destiny of the world now dr wogan is missing and so are the plans for the destiny device was she
kidnapped or is she hiding can you find her before her enemies do the choose your own adventure series is unique new series consists of 30 titles adapted from the wildly popular
choose your own adventure series which has sold over 250 million copies worldwide and spawned an entire genre called interactive fiction what makes choose your own adventure
different is that you the reader are the main character you make the choices that can lead to a happy conclusion or perhaps to a terrible fate each title is made up of several branching
storylines with up to 30 different endings as a result most readers read each book again and again experiencing a different story each time originally targeted at reluctant readers
choose your own adventure has helped to develop critical thinking literacy skills and an interest in reading for a whole generation of english native speakers now adapted for english
language learners of any age the choose your own adventure series is a fun addition to any extensive reading library indeed the stories are so engaging we guarantee that even non esl
learners will enjoy reading them
Choose Your Own Adventure 2013-09 ages 8 12 interactive adventure 9 superpowers 46 endings now you can be faster stronger invisible and you can fly time travel teleport walk
through walls freeze time and even shapeshift into a marvelous creature it s all up to you your new friends are in trouble and you re the only one who can save them their father is a
medical research scientist and has discovered a cure that can help millions of people it has one side effect though it gives superpowers to kids great right maybe bad people will do
whatever they can to get that cure and use it to take over the world select your very own superpower and how you will use it to save your friends in this interactive adventure you can
start over as many times as you like and try all of the superpowers because you re given the ability to time travel from the very first page this is a gamebook if you re familiar with
choose your own adventure or pick your own path or case closed then you know exactly how to read this book first you ll select a superpower and then you ll make choices on how to
use it and what to do next select your superpower can be enjoyed by those as young as 7 and as old as 14 and parents and grandparents who want their own superpower what are you
waiting for save your friends now
The Destiny Device (Choose Your Own Adventure) 2011-05 these books are different to other books you and you alone are in charge of what happens you must use all of your numerous
talents and enormous intelligence the wrong decision could end in disaster even death but don t despair at any time you can go back and make another choice alter the path of your
story and change its result whatever happens good luck
Select Your Superpower 2021-12-03 choose your own quest as a warrior princess you are the heroine the princess who is searching for her identity in a quest for meaning you can
choose your own path by going to the lava world the giant cave or a lake in the middle of nowhere pick a marriage partner decide what to do with the enemies you face and solve the
problem by finding out what the evil queen has done in the past this unforgettable journey is a page turner but you ll have to turn pages back and forth since this adventure will take
you all over the place
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Choose Your Own Adventure 1-5 Boxed Set 2007* from the hit choose your own adventure novels comes a new adapted graphic novel taking readers on their own visual adventure
as a diver and new crew member of the ship maray a scientific vessel seeking to solve the mysteries of the ocean in the newest choose your own adventure graphic novel comes an
underwater epic where you get to choose the destination with your submarine vessel the seeker you ll explore the ocean depths and all the mysteries creatures and monsters that
inhabit the ocean floor some will be familiar squids whales and of course the great white shark others will be entirely new to your eyes like the city of atlantis so how will you proceed
will you willingly dive into the depths what paths will you choose
Choose Your Own Story 2017-07-26 while in egypt to help your uncle bruce you the reader choose which adventures you will experience while investigating a theory about the ancient
pyramids
Choose Your Own Adventure: Journey Under the Sea 2021-12-07 choose from many adventures this began many a tale for a preteen or teenager maybe their first serious undertaking of
literature because the stories not only engaged the reader they provided many choices so that each time they returned the story could be different within you will find a reference guide
for these great books so that you can remember that time if you want to read about the spin off series that competed with the goosebumps series of books turn to page 221 if you want
to find out more info on the original book series turn to page 29 if you are interested in the many types of parodies turn to page 242 this guide tries to cover every book in the series
and its many spin off series it provides full cover cover art for these books along with any additional reference tid bits that may interest you the best possible effort has been taken to
get as much info as possible if it exists to do so
Whatever You Want 2004 mystery i solve books put you in the driver seat based on your choices the story goes ahead or comes to a stand still in survive vampires are you ready for a
crazy night of fighting vampires and other mythical beings use your wits and you might just survive or else well they do say dead is dead if you make the right choices you will continue
ahead but if you make the wrong choices it will be gameover yes this is also known as a game book so you get to decide what happens next and also how the story ends remember
there are multiple endings that you can achieve some are good some are bad and some are neutral
Secret of the Pyramids 1983 while exploring an underground kingdom in the center of the earth the reader chooses which adventures she will have
The Unofficial Choose Your Own Adventure Book Reference Guide 2016-04-14 contains 6 bestselling gamebooks for readers ages 9 12 in a bright gift box race forever escape lost on the
amazon prisoner of the ant people trouble on planet earth war with the evil power master
Hercules 2006 in this interactive choose your path adventure the reader becomes classic literature s most famous detective and must make choices in order to survive sir arthur conan
doyle s the adventures of sherlock holmes
Survive Vampires 2016-07-23 a prophecy and a boy seeking to fulfill it where will garinor go you decide in this choose your own adventure novel
Underground Kingdom 1983 what is the meaning of adventure as we enter the third decade of the 21st century after a global pandemic social and geopolitical calamities and
accelerating environmental catastrophes what stories are humans telling about wilderness remote destinations and the most difficult thoughts thinkable adventure is a pinball
assortment of unexpected encounters each chapter entertains a specific project fantasy or activity that dabbles with adventure and runs into limits subjects range from mars
exploration commercial space tourism and adventure consumerism to the day to day experiences of living in a world increasingly impacted by climate change and environmental
disasters taking a wide angle view at times personal at others theoretical schaberg explores our ideas about adventure and their narrative cultural and philosophical underpinnings
Choose Your Own Adventure 6-Book Boxed Set 2011-09 did the lost city of atlantis really exist or is it just a myth you are a highly experienced deep sea explorer but your search for the
lost city of atlantis is the trip of a lifetime you must make choices necessary to go deeper hoping one will lead you to your quarry the mythical lost continent of atlantis
Can You Survive the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes? 2022-10-04
Garinor's Adventure 2019-07
Adventure 2023-07-13
Choose Your Own Adventure #2 2018-01-03
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